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Figure 1: Photos taken during the workshop: (a) overall setup, (b) two users collaborating during manual task execution and (c)
the assembled timber structure.

ABSTRACT
Semi-automated timber fabrication tasks demand the expertise and
dexterity of human workers in addition to the use of automated
robotic systems. In this paper, we introduce a human-robot col-
laborative system based on Augmented Reality (AR). To assess
our approach, we conducted an exploratory user study on a head-
mounted display (HMD) interface for task sharing between humans
and an industrial robotic platform (N=16). Instead of screen-based
interfaces, HMDs allowed users to receive information in-situ, re-
gardless of their location in the workspace and the need to use their
hands to handle tools or carry out tasks. We analyzed the resulting
open-ended, qualitative user feedback as well as the quantitative
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user experience data. From the results, we derived challenges to
tackle in future implementations and questions that need to be
investigated to improve AR-based HRI in fabrication scenarios.
The results also suggest that some aspects of human-robot inter-
action, like communication and trust, are more prominent when
implementing a non-dyadic scenario and dealing with larger robots.
The study is intended as a prequel to future work into AR-based
collaboration between multiple humans and industrial robots.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is a vast area that has been studied
since robots were deployed in partnership with humans to carry out
tasks. Augmented Reality (AR) emerged as a promising method to
support such collaborations because it facilitates situated placement
of information according to world referents [12]. In the context
of the collaborative execution of physical tasks, AR provides an
intuitive way for users to access in-situ information about the
workpiece, robotic system, and the overall process. Compared to
traditional display methods, AR Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs)
provide additional advantages by allowing hands-free access and
interaction with digital content. This is particularly relevant for
fabrication tasks that require humans to remain mobile and where
their hands are often occupied with tools [5]. Since AR devices have
become faster, more portable, and of higher resolution, their use is
increasingly feasible in real-world applications.

The use of AR for fabrication and construction tasks has grown
over time, with significant advances in the areas of 3D instruction,
data sharing, and human-computer interaction [27].Whilemany lab
studies have shown ideas for enhanced safety, instruction guidance,
and task performance, there is limited literature on the use of these
systems in the wild [20, 29]. Real-world conditions involve diverse
and non-expert users, unpredictable interruptions, and handling
of costly physical equipment, which present barriers for studies to
evaluate user experience. These issues limit the understanding of
important pathways of interaction and, by extension, the usability
of AR systems in these full-scale contexts.

Among existing works that highlight the potential of using AR
in HRI, few have explored non-dyadic scenarios, that is, collabo-
rations that go beyond one-to-one settings[24]. In fabrication and
construction tasks, the participation of multiple humans is often a
necessity because tasks involving large pieces or heavy materials
require several people to work together in a synchronized or orga-
nized manner. Timber prefabrication also involves highly variant
pieces, which means that workers need to adapt to new tasks by
referring to the necessary information and communicating with
their teammates. Given these factors, an effective HRI setup for
these scenarios must account for the presence of multiple actors.
Though non-dyadic human-robot teaming enables each member to
participate with more flexibility and the team as a whole to achieve
a greater diversity of tasks, new challenges also arise. How do users
collaborate and synchronize their tasks with each other? What are
the needs of the different users depending on the roles they take?
How should the communication setup adapt to the diverse needs
of the team and scale with the job requirement? Architecture and
construction applications also require the use of heavy-payload
robots to manipulate large building components, which are seldom
used in lab-scale studies.

Toward exploring these research gaps, this paper presents an
exploratory user study, where multiple participants with varying
experience levels carried out fabrication tasks in collaboration with
an industrial robot in a non-dyadic setting. The setup of the study
is illustrated in Figure 1. Groups of four users wearing Microsoft
HoloLens 21 devices work together with a KR420 KUKA robotic
arm mounted on a linear axis. The system is based on a previously

1https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens

proposed setup [31] that leverages AR technology for collaborative
timber prefabrication. The goal of our work is to better understand
the usability of AR systems in fabrication setups where multiple
humans interact with industrial robots. We also aim to shed new
light on challenges regarding the use of AR interfaces for non-
dyadic collaboration in the wild, and potential next steps to address
them.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We review related work on how AR has been used for human-robot
interaction and in collaborative tasks, previous work on studies
that attempted to study AR “in the wild”, as well as background on
our application domain, that is, how AR has been used in timber
construction so far.

2.1 AR in Human-Robot Interaction
Muchwork has explored the interaction of humans and robots using
AR, e.g., teleoperation cues [3, 6, 22], assembly instructions [10, 30],
safety [8, 11, 14], and path planning [23]. Several surveys sum-
marize these publications, for instance, Suzuki et al. proposed a
taxonomy of AR interfaces for HRI [29]. The authors gave an ex-
tensive overview of existing literature and provided a taxonomy
regarding the augmentation strategies, application domains, in-
teraction modalities, and types of information conveyed in AR.
Makhataeva and Varol [19] also reviewed recent developments in
this area, distinguishing between augmented reality, mixed reality,
and virtual reality for applications in robotic interaction and con-
trol. Both surveys highlight the important need for more research
that moves studies from simulations and laboratory environments
out into the real world. Our aim is to contribute to this identified
need.

One example of such a study was conducted by Lafreniere et
al., who investigated multi-user collaboration with UR10 robots
through the concept of "crowdsourced fabrication" [17]. During
a three-day period, over one hundred volunteers fabricated a 12’
tall bamboo pavilion together with cobots. The AR system was
based on smartwatches and indoor location sensing and garnered
largely positive user feedback. However, the authors also noted the
difficulty of interacting with the smart watch while both hands of
the user were occupied. This points towards the need for hands-free
visual guidance systems, such as HMDs, especially for fabrication
use cases.

2.2 AR collaborative system
When it comes to collaborative scenarios, AR has been used, for
example, to facilitate instruction sharing or virtually co-located
collaboration between multiple users. Lukosch et al. [18] provide
many examples of how AR has been used in these cases. Among
the main benefits, we can cite improvements in the effectiveness of
assembly tasks, as well as performance and lowering mental effort
across different studies. However, challenges that are specific to
the requirements of different use cases remain and thus demand
a more targeted approach. For instance, investigating what type
of interaction is more effective (hand vs. physical prop), or the
influence of wearing headsets on the collaborative dynamics of
people working together since the device blocks the gaze from
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the user. Also, studies of AR collaboration among larger groups
and studies on AR-based collaboration “in the wild” (i.e., in more
realistic work scenarios) are still scarce [20].

The Computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) commu-
nity has a long history of addressing these challenges and widely
explored human-machine partnerships under different work con-
ditions. Most of this work, however, does not focus on the role of
AR. One general guideline that can be considered when develop-
ing multi-artifact interactions is the 4C framework (Communal-
ity, Collaboration, Continuity, and Complementarity) proposed by
Sørensen et al. [28]. The authors explore what principles of inter-
action work well for certain scenarios, and how different types of
interactions emerge from joint orchestration by multiple users. In
the HRI context, a survey by Schneiders et al. [24] reviews HRI
publications on non-dyadic scenarios, and points out, for exam-
ple, that existing workplaces have a strong focus on simultaneous
tasks over sequential ones shared between different actors. The
survey uses the 4C framework to classify the papers and guide
future researchers toward open questions. Although the framework
was intended for digital ecosystems in general, the use of multi-
ple AR devices in HRI can benefit from implementing such design
recommendations.

2.3 Usability of AR systems in the wild
The use of AR in applied, real-world cases often addresses ways to
enhance the efficiency and quality of processes by supporting the
human with interactive and situated information. Chan et al. [9] ex-
plored the use of AR to simulate tasks for manufacturing industrial
carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer, comparing the AR interface with
a joystick controller. The study explored the interaction between
multiple humans and larger-scale industrial robots. Among the
findings, the results show that users found the AR interface easier,
more intuitive, and faster to use. The completion time of the tasks
was also significantly lower with the AR interface. However, the
authors mention that the nature and complexity of the task likely
has a big impact on user experience, which requires further study.
They also mention that even though the study was done using an
industrial robot, its scale still does not match the actual scale of the
ones used in industry.

Mitterberger et al. [21] implemented a collaborative projection-
based AR system for the design and fabrication of on-site robotic
plastering. The system enabled users with limited robotic program-
ming experience to manipulate complex designs for robotic fab-
rication using a hand-held motion controller. After several days
of fabrication, users reported an overall positive experience. De-
spite a few studies which combine physical fabrication with user
evaluation, in-the-wild experiments which also take into account
user experience over a diverse group are scarce in the literature.
We contribute to this body of work by studying a non-dyadic setup
with large-scale industrial robots.

2.4 AR in timber construction
The application of AR in timber construction has been investi-
gated by many researchers in the architecture and engineering
community. Settimi et al. [25] explored how smart retrofitted hand
tools can be combined with context-aware AR to facilitate complex

drilling operations for augmented carpentry. The design and fabri-
cation process can be opened up to improvisational human input
by allowing live decisions to be registered into the digital system
through an AR system with object tracking [4]. Head-mounted
AR displays have also been used for human-in-the-loop robotic
timber assembly, allowing the person to visualize and activate a
collaborative robot to assemble a small timber structure [16]. Also,
some initial applications are currently being tested in industrial
setups e.g. Schaerholz AG developed with their partners a HoloLens
application for AR-supported timber wall assembly [1].

Our work builds upon previous studies that used AR to support
individual workers in timber prefabrication use cases, where some
common tasks, such as picking and placing of elements, gluing,
nailing, and general coordination with the robot, were explored
(Fig. 2). Equipped with AR to visualize fabrication tasks, a worker
was integrated into the process of fabricating a multi-storey timber
pavilion, which extended the capacity of a high-level system au-
tomation by carrying out tasks the robotic systemwas not equipped
to do [26]. Predefined task sequences were made more flexible using
a reassignment mechanism accessible via AR. This allows a worker,
who is untrained in robotic control, to take over tasks from the
robot when unexpected situations occur [2]. These past studies
paved the way to consider large-scale human-robot collaboration
in prefabrication environments and facilitated the development
and testing of a computational tool to integrate AR with robotic
fabrication systems [31]. So far, no user-centered evaluations have
been conducted in this environment, though.

3 METHODS
We first describe how we implemented the AR setup for the study,
including the design of the AR interfaces and interactions, before
we outline the methodological details of the study setup.

3.1 AR System Implementation
TheAR system is implemented usingUnity2 on aMicrosoft HoloLens
2 with a ROS-based backend and was built on top of a recent itera-
tion of the VIZOR framework [31]. The AR information presented
to the users during fabrication is generated using a plugin in the 3D
modeling environment Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, which allows
AR instructions to be authored within the same digital environment
where the design model and robotic simulations are generated. This
allows for the co-design of human and robotic tasks during the
planning and design process by allowing rapid testing and iteration
of the AR content.

The User Interface (UI) was updated from a previous HoloLens
1 implementation to HoloLens 2 and allows both near and far inter-
action with elements. The UI panels have two parts: (1) a task list,
which presents a list of upcoming and completed tasks so that the
user is aware of the fabrication process, and (2) a task instruction,
which presents text-based fabrication instructions to the worker
based on their roles (Fig. 3). In addition to the UI elements, task
instructions are also complemented by projected 3D geometries
in the workspace to indicate locations and guide the work steps
where needed. Fig. 4 shows this UI together with the 3D geometries
related to the work tasks used in the study.
2https://unity.com/
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Three previous prototypes used for pilot testing with experienced users. (a) pick and place tasks, (b) highlight of
primer application on surface and (c) visualization of path for conduit placement.

Figure 3: The task instruction UI is highlighted in blue (a)
and the task list in red (b).

3.1.1 Task Instruction. The task instruction informs the user how
and where a task should be carried out. It is presented through a UI
panel and additional geometries in the AR environment to guide the
task execution. The panel consists of a text description, and a button
to allow users to accept and acknowledge the completion of the task
as shown in Fig. 3(a). When a manual task starts, the instruction
panel pops in front of the user and shows a brief text description.
When the user accepts the task, a 3D model is shown in the AR
space. For example, if the user needs to place an element, a colored
mesh of the element appears at the correct location. When the task
is completed, the user presses the button again to acknowledge.
The positioning of 3D elements in AR space is provided through a
marker placed on the robotic platform so that human and robotic
tasks are displayed in the same coordinate system. The 3D element
visualizations resemble similar designs in previous AR studies as
in Fig. 2.

3.1.2 Task List. The task list informs the user of their progress in
the fabrication sequence. In the case where one user takes over the
shift from a previous one, this helps them understand the current
state of the process and future tasks to come. The task list informa-
tion is broadcast at the start of a task sequence and subsequently
updated at each execution step. The visualization of the task list is
illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The left panel indicates the upcoming tasks,
where the task ID, title, and the intended executing actor (human or
robot) for the next ten tasks are shown in a scroll frame. The right
panel displays the task history, showing a summary of completed

tasks with their titles, the actor who carried out the task, and the
duration of execution.

3.1.3 AR Interaction. When a user is required to execute a task,
the task instruction UI appears in front of the user with an audio
cue to indicate the arrival of new tasks. As the user moves around
the work area, they can recall this interface with a hand gesture. For
the purpose of the study, the design of user interaction with the AR
system was kept to the simplest, only allowing task acceptance and
confirmation through the task instruction panel. During execution,
the user can see geometries of the elements that are already fabri-
cated but do not interact with these elements directly. Information
about the robotic tasks was shown as a line item on the task list, but
no simulation was included. Although in previous implementations,
users were allowed to reassign execution actors or view robotic
simulations via the task list [2], including these features would
introduce additional factors that complicate a first understanding
of user experience. The users also did not have to interact with
robot actions directly because all motions were pre-planned and
tested before the workshop for safety reasons.

3.2 Study setup
We organized our study in the form of a one-day workshop in-
volving 16 participants. The main task for the participants was to
fabricate a timber structure in groups of four people in collaboration
with a KUKA KR420 industrial robot (max. reach 3.3m, max. pay-
load 420kg) mounted on a linear rail (4.5m range). All users were
equipped with a Microsoft HoloLens 2. The overall fabrication pro-
cess coordination is based on a fabrication server that distributes
a list of fabrication tasks to either the robotic platform or the AR
system for human execution [26].

3.2.1 Preparation. To understand users’ experience levels in tech-
nologies used in the experiment, we conducted a demographic sur-
vey prior to the workshop. Users were polled on their proficiency
in timber fabrication tasks, robotic fabrication, and AR systems on
a scale of 1 (no experience) to 5 (expert). To ensure all participants
were capable of using the equipment, we offered training sessions
for each required skill. These included basic instructions on how
to operate a hand-held screwdriver and handle materials, as well
as how to interact with holograms and UI elements on HoloLens 2.
Participants were also briefed on the overall fabrication sequence
and communication setup for the study, as well as a presentation
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Figure 4: Three instruction interfaces shown to the user to provide task information. (a) initial prompt, (b) manual task
execution prompt and (c) robotic task execution message.

Table 1: List of fabrication tasks, actors assigned, and the
work areas for the fabrication of two layers (n, n+1) of the
structure. Human tasks highlighted in grey were executed
in parallel while the robot moved.

ID Actor Task Work Area
1 Robot pick, place, and nail slat A All Areas

Robot pick up slat B Pick-up Area2 R1+R2 fix connector on slat A Area 1
3 R1+R2+R3 safety confirmation -
4 Robot place and nail slat B Area 1

Robot pick up slat C Pick-up Area5 R1+R2 fix connector on slat B Area 1
6 R1+R2+R3 safety confirmation -
7 Robot place and nail slat C Area 2

Robot pick up slat D Pick-up Area8 R1+R2 fix connector on slat C Area 2
9 R1+R2+R3 safety confirmation -
10 Robot place and nail slat D Area 2

R1+R2 fix connector on slat D Area 211 R3 fill storage Pick-up Area
Robot pick up slat A’ Pick-up Area12 R1+R2 fix and bend strip Area 1 + 2

13 R1+R2+R3 safety confirmation -
14 Robot place and nail slat A’ Area 1
15 Robot pick and place slat B’, C’ All Areas

on the background of human-robot task sharing and its use in past
timber fabrication projects.

3.2.2 Group assignment. After the preparation tasks, the 16 par-
ticipants carried out the fabrication in four groups. Each group
involved four humans and a robot mounted on a linear axis. When
one group was finished, the next group continued building on top
of the same structure. To distribute the number of experts within
each group, we assigned participants manually to balance the skill
levels and avoid too many experts and novices in the same group.

Two of the four users of a group were assigned primary manual
fabrication roles (R1, R2). The third user acted as a supervisor of
the fabrication process (R3), tasked with detecting issues during the

Figure 5: Photos during the study show the scale difference be-
tween humans and large industrial robots in the workspace.
(a) robot placing slat A’ and fixing it with nails (b) Human
R1+R2 fix a connector on slat C (c) Human R1+R2+R3 safety
confirmation (d) Human R1+R2 bend and fix strip.

process and refilling the storage when each layer is complete. Based
on the demographic data, each group was assigned one expert user
in robotic fabrication. This user is familiar with operating a large-
scale robot for construction and fabrication tasks, and was tasked
with operating the robot in the team (R4). The four roles (R1-4) are
summarised below:

• R1 and R2: worker who carried out manual execution tasks;
• R3: supervisor who monitored process and safety conditions;
• R4: robot operator who held the KUKA pendant.

3.2.3 Task design. The tasks were designed based on a timber
additive assembly process using different joining and element types.
The structure is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) and spans 3m x 0.6m. It
consisted of 14 layers built on top of each other and combined
straight, linear timber elements (slats) and flexible, long, thin strips
made of walnut wood. The slats were placed and nailed together
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Figure 6: Illustration of the work areas around the robotic
platform. Letters in red indicate slats on the even layers (A,
B, C, D); and blue marks the odd layers (A’, B’, C’). On the
even layers, human workers need to fix the connectors and
insert the wood strip.

by the industrial robot equipped with a gripping and nailing end-
effector. The strips were bent and fixed through custom connectors,
which are screwed in place by humans. The human tasks require
dexterity for inserting small screws and handling fragile thin wood
strips which the robot cannot accomplish without a significantly
more complex technical setup. The distribution of tasks is described
in Table 1. The AR interface informed the users what task to execute
and allowed them to signal task completion through a button when
finished. When all participants involved in a task acknowledge
completion, the system continues to dispatch the next one.

The workspace can be divided into three main areas (Fig. 6). The
pick-up area is on the right side of the robotic platform where the
timber slats are stored. The main work area is divided into two parts
in front of the platform. When humans work in the assembly area,
the robot can continue in the other. These tasks where humans
worked in parallel with the robot are noted in Table 1. Since human
and robot actors share these areas, the users need to perform a safety
check before the robot moves into an area previously occupied by
humans. This check was an additional task where users (R1,2,3)
were shown a safety zone in AR, and a text prompt instructed users
to move out of the dangerous area.

3.2.4 Feedback collection. Each group collaboratedwith the robotic
platform in a 45-minute session. After each session, we collected
questionnaire feedback including 1) a System Usability Study (SUS),
2) a questionnaire regarding the AR interface, and 3) open-ended
questions regarding the interaction and fabrication experience. To
conclude the workshop, we held a live discussion round involving
all participants at the end of the day. Here, participants shared and
discussed their experiences, thoughts, and insights.

4 RESULTS
In total, 16 participants completed the questionnaires, among which
13 participants were between 25-35 years old. Their previous tech-
nological experience was captured on a five-point Likert scale (1=no

experience to 5=expert). All participants rated their existing experi-
ence with AR as moderate or low (M=1.8, SD=0.8). The experience
levels with robotic fabrication (M=2.9, SD=1.4) and timber fabrica-
tion (M=3, SD=1.5) were more evenly distributed, with a handful of
expert and novice users in both categories. Seven out of 16 people
rated themselves as experienced (4 or 5) with robotic fabrication,
and six rated themselves the same with timber fabrication.

Although the roles are pre-assigned (R1-4) according to the task
design intent, during the workshop each person was free to talk
to each other to exchange and try out other roles, which emulated
the fluid exchanges in non-dyadic collaboration settings. At the
end of the study, we asked the participants if they took part in
the manual role, robotic control role, or both. For R1, R2, R3 there
are no skill prerequisites beyond the training conducted in the
preparation stage, so the users can switch freely. R4 required robotic
operation experience, so only three respondents took both roles.
Eleven participants took up manual roles only.

To ground our insights in the data from the users, we include
direct verbal feedback of the participants as anonymous quotes in
the presentation of the results below. The findings relate both to
the overall usability of the AR system for HRI, as well as specific
feedback on the task instruction and task list interface.

4.1 Usability feedback
The AR system received a mean score of 73.5 with a standard de-
viation of 12.2 from the SUS questionnaire. Correlation between
the usability evaluation score and users’ prior experience level in
either of the three skill categories was low or negligible. Likewise,
there was no correlation with which roles they took during the
process. This indicates that the system was sufficiently easy to use
regardless of background or activity. The result for each question is
shown in Figure 7. All users agreed with the fact that "most people
would learn to use this application very quickly". This matched our
intention to keep the interface design and the interaction possibil-
ities as simple as possible. The weakest criterion is whether they
would "need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
application". Because the process was very different from standard
fabrication procedures and was controlled and supported by the
research team throughout, we found it reasonable that users did
not feel confident that the system can be used without the need for
technical support.

4.2 Task Difficulty
We asked the users to rate the difficulty of tasks they performed
from 1 (low) to 5 (high). The mean score is 1.4 with a standard
deviation of 0.6. Regardless of the roles they carried out, the task
difficulty was rated as "fairly low" (between 1-2). This fell within
the expectation because the process was designed to be carried out
by users of mixed-skill backgrounds. One user who gave the task
difficulty the highest rating (3) also reported the lowest SUS score
(50). This user carried out manual tasks only and was a novice in
all three skill categories. There was unfortunately nothing notable
in the written feedback to help us understand the issues he/she
encountered.
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4.3 Task Instruction Interface
The questions regarding the AR interface are listed in Fig. 8. The
users were asked to rate the task instruction interface in terms of
helpfulness and clarity. Seven participants gave a top score (5) for
helpfulness and six gave a top score (5) for clarity. The mean score
on the clarity criteria is 4.0 (SD=0.8) and helpfulness is 3.5 (SD=1.2).
The lowest rating came from one participant who considered the
task instruction "confusing" (1) and also found it "fairly unneces-
sary" (2). This was the only user who carried out robotic control
tasks only, and was therefore exposed to only the message "Please
wait while the robot executes the placement operation". This clearly
points to the need to improve the design of the task interface for
users who carry out robot control and monitoring roles.

4.3.1 I wish the Task Instruction was more ... Here, many partici-
pants gave feedback on having "more visuals". Some mentioned that
the instructions should take full advantage of the 3D interactive
aspect of AR and display the instructions in more engaging ways.
One participant also commented that the task instruction should
be more "precise". The precision of tracking is a known issue in
augmented reality applications and was hinted at in several other
responses. Another wrote they wished the instruction text itself
was more "descriptive". Since the textual description of how to exe-
cute a manual task can sometimes cause misunderstandings and be
vague or time-consuming to read, a graphical representation of the
task or animation of the process might be helpful.

4.4 Task List Interface
The participants generally rated the task list "helpful" (4). One
participant gave it the lowest rating of 1 ("unnecessary"). This user
was an expert in robotic fabrication "I have been working alongside
robots for 4+ years", but noted that the task list did not provide the
information that they expected "I would expect the Robot Controller
to see trajectory, target, digital twins, etc.". This brought in question
our initial assumption of what was "strictly necessary" for the AR
interface and echoed previous responses regarding the helpfulness
of the current task instruction interface for users handling the robot
control role. Overall the mean score for clarity is 4.1 (SD=0.9) and
helpfulness is 3.9 (SD=1.2).

4.4.1 I wish the Task List was more ... A participant who exclusively
carried out manual fabrication tasks commented that "I did not
check the task list, only direct instructions. It is interesting side info. I
did not use it for fabrication". Most participants suggested the task
list should be "more 3D", "interactive, colorful", or provide "demo
pictures" or "giving feedback or with graphics of what is happening".
A few participants suggested that, although the task list aimed to
present an overview of all the fabrication tasks, it should also show
an overview of all current users participating in the process, given
the multiple users involved.

4.5 HRI Experience with AR HMDs
During the study, the participants carried out tasks in the same en-
vironment as a heavy-payload robotic arm. The robot collaborated
on the same workpiece and occasionally moved in parallel while
humans executed tasks. Compared to smaller collaborative robots,
industrial robots are loud when they move and appear imposing on

humans by taking up large portions of the work area. This overall
experience of using AR HMD for large scale human-robot collabo-
ration was captured in the responses to two additional, open-ended
questions.

4.5.1 How did you feel working while using AR HMD?. While the
majority of participants expressed favorable impressions toward the
experience, a few participants pointed out that it was uncomfort-
able when the device was worn over extended periods of time. One
participant commented: "in the beginning OK but I got [a] headache
after 45 minutes. Would lift the glasses every time I wasn’t working
with it or take it off". Among the positive comments, we had "Amaz-
ing experience! Also see the extended potential for constructing aided
applications". The comments of the participants who had more
experience with immersive fabrication systems addressed some
technical aspects, such as "I like the ability to be able to project 3d in-
formation; overlay them with reality. But this is not fully exploited in
the demo". Although HMD’s provide a more immersive and mobile
experience, one must consider the ergonomics of wearing these
devices over long periods, and appropriate interface designs that
exploit the immersive visualisation capabilities.

4.5.2 How did you feel about working alongside a robot? One par-
ticipant with extensive robotic operation experience commented
that "I feel safe in general if I can see/predict where they are about
to go.". Some participants noted their caution working alongside
a robot – "I didn’t feel entirely comfortable being within the robot’s
reach when it was moving", particularly "Sometimes scary when
drilling and robot moved in parallel". This combination of divided
attention and parallel motion is a critical scenario to consider in de-
signing large scale HRI experiences. Many also noted that this was
something that more training would resolve – seems dangerous in
advance and "It feels a bit strange but slowly you are getting familiar
to it". However, even though users who have prolonged exposure
to these work environments may grow to feel more comfortable,
the system must guarantee the safety of the workers.

4.6 Limitations
During fabrication, participants could freely interact with each
other, and the fabrication process was paused intermittently to
address questions. Participants could also interchangeably perform
the tasks by switching roles, which extended the execution time.
Therefore, an overall time log of the fabrication process was not
examined in this study. This is a major limitation for application in
manufacturing or production environments, where timely execu-
tion is key. However, we chose to give users this freedom and did
not apply time pressure so they could explore and interact as they
saw fit. For the purpose of an exploratory study, this led to a more
relaxed environment where users felt free to share their thoughts
and ask questions.

Regarding hardware limitations, the Hololens 2 has a limited
battery life, in addition to a built-in safety feature that turns itself
off automatically when the device reaches a certain temperature.
During the session, we experienced it happening with one device
and quickly switched it to a backup device that was available. This
meant a small interruption, which could be improved if a preemp-
tive warning was issued and alerted a device change.
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Figure 7: Results of the SUS questionnaire for the general system usability [7]. Positive questions are displayed in the upper
part of the graph.

Figure 8: Results of the AR-UI evaluation. The numbers 1 to 5 represent the Likert Scale, and each question is described
individually on the left.

The exploratory study focused on qualitative feedback and did
not collect quantitative data on comfort levels or trust. Despite inter-
esting insights on the overall user experience, quantitative methods
would be necessary for further understanding, for instance, when
considering the learning effects as users grow more accustomed to
these settings, or understanding how unpredictable factors within
in-the-wild environments may induce changes in user comfort
levels.

Safety is a critical issue when it comes to putting humans in
close proximity to robots. We ensured the safety of the study by
1) running the robot in T1 (manual mode with reduced speed, de-
signed for the close proximity of humans and robots needed during
testing) 2) simulating and testing all robotic motions prior and al-
lowing no run-time changes to the sequence 3) having multiple
supervisors from the organizing team that constantly monitored
the situation. However, running robots at low speed conflicts the
productivity benefits of using robots for fabrication in the first place.
The only way to tackle this issue would be to adopt more robust and
flexible safety systems that allow these studies to match produc-
tion conditions. In production settings, safety is often guaranteed
through control-based mechanisms such as speed and separation

monitoring using light curtains or laser sensors. More experimental
methods based on online motion planning or monitoring human
presence and physiological states have been explored in research
studies[13]. Although such flexible methods are not yet prevalent
in real-life scenarios, they will be important components for the
adoption of collaborative procedures demonstrated in this study.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presents an exploratory user study for multi-human-
robot collaboration through AR, conducted in the form of a work-
shop involving participants with varied skill levels ranging from
expert to complete novice. The study aimed to establish a basic
evaluation of head-mounted AR systems for multi-actor fabrication,
enhance our understanding of the interaction between multiple hu-
mans and industrial robots in the wild, and outline open questions
to be addressed in future work.

The workshop provided an opportunity to test the system’s
technical limitations (e.g., four AR participants simultaneously in-
teracted with the system, the stability of the HoloLens tracking
and connection functioned over a 3-hour period without manual
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intervention). Issues such as latency of the visualized information
and precision of the holographic content can be improved in future
implementations.

5.1 Key Insights
Based on the users’ feedback from written questionnaires and in
the discussion session at the end of the workshop, some key topics
were noted as important questions to address for future work in
HRI with industrial robots involving multiple participants. These
are summarized below.

5.1.1 Issues of trust with large-scale robots. Trust is a well-known
issue in HRI research, and with larger-scale robots, this effect is
more pronounced. Many participants noted that they felt scared
when the robot moved while they were executing a task in parallel,
despite the robot moving at low speed and the participants knowing
there is constant supervision. This was reported by five participants
in the written response, and some mentioned that not knowing
what the robot was about to do made them anxious. Some pointed
out that if they had the means to predict the movements of the robot
at the right moment, they would feel more comfortable sharing the
same space. One could imagine that, with the correct information
visualized over the robots, users’ trust in the robot can be enhanced.
During the discussions, we also observed multiple dimensions of
trust at play in this scenario. Some relate directly to the physical
motion of the robot, while others relate more to the technical system
or the programmers behind the scenes. The full complexity of this
issue needs to be examined in detail in future studies.

5.1.2 Exploiting 3D visual information in task interfaces. Given the
capabilities of theHoloLens 2, the richness of the visualization in the
current prototype is lacking. The ambiguity of textual descriptions
sometimes incurs longer execution times and causes confusion. This
points to the need to deploy more visual forms of task instruction
using media such as arrows, images, and animations. However, the
trade-off is that this might lead to a more complex content creation
process and longer programming time during the design phase. In
addition, since the fabrication tasks are somewhat repetitive, a few
participants found the interface distracting after several iterations.
It points to the importance to consider adapting the instruction
details and finding the correct moment to trigger such visualizations.
For instance, eye tracking data could be used to help determine the
user’s attention and provide guidance as to when might be a good
time to be reminded of necessary instructions.

5.1.3 Communication support in non-dyadic collaborations. We ob-
served that since at least three people simultaneously interacted
with the system to perform tasks, communication issues between
humans were a major concern. For example, the AR interface en-
forces that all participating actors acknowledge finishing the pre-
vious task so that the following ones can continue. Occasionally
users finish a task and forget to indicate completion, causing unnec-
essary waiting times and prompting the users to check with each
other verbally before the team can move on. Since humans natu-
rally communicate with each other to ensure synchronization and
also fluidly exchange roles as needed, AR systems to support these
collaborations must take into account such characteristics. This is

an area where we plan to explore new mechanisms, such as visual-
izations of collaborating actors’ statuses, to support multi-human
collaboration.

5.1.4 HRI in the wild with large-scale robots. Real-world building
fabrication and construction environments can be chaotic and re-
quire people to adapt and communicate to solve problems as they
arise. Prefabrication sites that deal with one-off building elements,
as opposed to controlled factory automation, require similar flexibil-
ity given the high heterogeneity of the elements. During the study,
these conditions were emulated by participants communicating
with each other, figuring out how to complete the tasks as they go,
at the cost of occasional interruptions and distractions. These con-
ditions pose challenges to understanding the interaction scope and
measuring task performance. Despite an increasing body of work
that studies the interaction of humans with robots in complex social
contexts [15], studies that address human interaction with large
industrial robots are scarce. The main reason lies in the current
safety limitations around industrial robots. This is an issue we plan
to tackle by developing more flexible and robust safety systems
that could allow for AR integration in more realistic production
scenarios.

To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies that
tested a head-mounted AR system with simultaneous participation
from multiple humans and an industrial robot to collaborate in
real-world conditions. The uncertainties that remain when using
such novel technology in an interdisciplinary environment are
many, but we hope that our findings provoke future developments,
unravel new challenges, and provide additional ecological validity
to hypotheses that were previously investigated in controlled, small-
scale HRI settings.
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